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Buck disclaims ’political dealings’
By RICK MALASPINA
A.S. Pres. Mike Buck yesterday disavowed charges of political dealing lodged
against him and A.S. Business Manager
George Watts by A.S. Vice Pres. Steve
Takakuwa.
In a prepared statement Buck said, "The
committee that makes up the proposed A.S.
budget is made up of 13 members, not just
the A.S. president. Faculty members, not
connected with the A.S., students -at -large,
the A.S. vice president and A.S. Councilman
also sit on this committee. The A.S. President is not the chairman of that committee,
nor does he have any special powers o’er
the committee."
In an article in yesterday’s Spartan Daily,
Takakuwa accused Buck and Watts of manipulating the proposed budget by failing to inform certain departments regarding budget
requests and failing to submit the proposed
budget to A.S. Council "early in the spring
semester," as specified in the A.S. Constitution.
Last Friday, Watts contended, "It is
physically impossible to prepare it for early
spring." Watts explained that most departments could not submit their line item budgets
early enough for proper consideration by the
budget committee.
Added Buck yesterday, "It is verydifficult
to get 13 people together at the same time."
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Sam Engel was incorrectly listed in
yesterday’s Spartan Daily as running on
the Initiative ’72 ticket. He is a candidate
for Student Council, lower division, and is
running independently. Elections will be
held today and tomorrow.
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‘I had no plans to stall the budget,’
A.S. pres. tells Veep Takakauwa
In addition to Buck, Watts, Takakuwa and
A.S. Treasurer Pete Giorgianni, budget committee members include, faculty members
Dr. Charles Coffey, Peter Buzanski and Marshall Maddock; staff members George
Gnesdiloff and Dean Robert Martin: A.S.
Councilmen Andy McDonald and Bob Francis;
and students -at -large Rick Lynch, John
Crawford.
In answer to Buck’s rebuttal, budget committee member Francis said, "The meetings
are not hard to make. The chairman
(McDonald) always mentions the place and
time of the next meeting and asks who will
be able to attend."
Also responding to Buck’s statement of
having no control over committee members,
A.S. Councilman Bill Jeske yesterday told
the Daily, "He (Buck) appoints the students
at large and controls the student personnel
selection officer."
"And Watts," added Jeske, "who knows
where he stands?"
On the charge that the budget was purposely submitted late for Council deliberation, Buck’s statement read, "No matter
what else is said, the A.S. budget is, has,
and will ultimately be the responsibilbity of
the A.S. Council. The Council can make any
additions or deletions in the budget."
Although the president can veto the budget.
explained the statement, Council can still

override the veto by two-thirds vote. "After
the budget has been passed by Council,"
it stated, "it must go to the college presi-

dent who has the power to send the document back to Student Council if he doesn’t
like the budget."
Takakuwa asserted that because the budget
will be going to Council late, Council will
be burdened with adequately funding programs
excluded from the proposed budget.
Contacted by the Daily late yesterday,
George Gnesdiloff agreed with Takakuwa’s
remarks.
"The issue," said Gnesdiloff, "is how
to get the budget material out."
He too charged Watts "and other people"
with negligence by not following the rules
of Act 21 of the A.S. Constitution detailing
budgetary procedure.
Various groups requesting budget funding,
explained Gnesdiloff, "could at least have
had their budgets presented" if proper procedure were followed.
At last week’s A.S. Council meeting,
several council members asked Buck and
Watts to make copies of the budget available by that Friday.
"I had no plans to stall the budget,"
said Buck yesterday.
"Student Council prompted it to come out
earlier than it would have," observed Gnesdiloff.
Charged Jeske, "I don’t think we (Council) would have gotten it; the new council
would have."
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Voting today, 8 booths open

Spartan Dail%

Six executive slates are vying for the top positions in the A.S. elections today and
tomorrow.
Polling booths will be open both days from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
The eight voting booths are located:
On Ninth Street between the College Union and the Art Building.
Between the old cafeteria and the College Union.
On Seventh Street by the Engineering Building.
In front of the Music Building on Seventh Street.
Across from the Reserve Book Room.
In front of the Library near the Speech and Drama Building.
In the walkway between the Men’s and Women’s gyms.
In the walkway to the Dining Commons at West Hall.
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Also in yesterday’s story, both Takakuwa
and Donna Fung, coordinator of a proposed
campus birth control clinic, charged Giorgianni with deliberately detaining Miss Fung
As a
from a budget committee hearing.
result, they contended, the clinic was not
considered by the committee.
Giorgianni responded that Miss Fung kept
asking him how she could confront the committee, and as a "common courtesy" to the
committee, he took her outside the room to
answer her questions.
"The birth control clinic proposal was not
on the agenda anyway," clarified Giorgianni.
He added that the committee was discussing
Athletic Department funding that day and that
there would be a "time problem" concerning
Miss Fung’s proposal.
Councilman Francis yesterday informed
the Daily he witnessed "Pete Giorgianni tap
her on the shoulder and take her out."
Francis also maintained that Miss Fung
could have been heard by the committee.
At the end of each budget committee session, said Francis, "the chairman asks if
there is any other business. She (Miss
Fung) could have spoken then, but she wasn’t
there."
Asked why Takakuwa publically denounced
him, Buck responded he did not know and
declined that there had been a lack of communication between the two.
He explained there have been regularly
scheduled meetings at 9:30 a.m. Tuesdays,
but added he and Takakuwa have been unable
to get together. Time conflicts and other
committments developed on both parts, Buck
explained.
"We don’t even talk to each other," stated
Takakuwa in an interview last week, "It
looks pretty good in Council. but that’s about
it

Spartan Shops situation unclear

University status passed
Housing plan must wait for tunas by state college trustees
rr,,

By ROGER WOO and
PAULINE BONDONNO
A.S. Pres. Mike Buck’s low-income housing proposal will probably have to wait
until the middle of summer before it is
known if funds are available.
According to Glenn Guttormsen, SJS director of business affairs, the exact amount
of funds available from Spartan Shops which
could be used for the proposed housing
project won’t be available for the next three
months.
Last week plans were revealed to the
Spartan Daily for a proposed $2.8 million
low-income housing project to be jointly
funded by SJS, an unnamed private corporation and the federal department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD).
SJS would have to put up an estimated
$120,000 for the four-story, 84 -unit apartment complex.
The plans were revealed by two of the
project heads, Housing Board ChairmanScott
Lefaver and project supervisor Ray Murphy.
According to Lefaver, Buck will approach
Spartan Shops, which operate the Spartan
Bookstore and the food services, tomorrow
In an effort to rechannel $120,000 of the reserve funds to the proposed housing project.
But Buck contended, "I don’t believe the
proposal item is ready yet. Murphy hasn’t
got it on the agenda yet."
According to Guttormsen "There area lot
of unanswered questions about the Shops, and
long-term plans which haven’t been reviewed.
"I don’t think there is that kind of free
money ($120,000) in the Shops," he said.
However, according to Ron Harbeck, Spartan Shops student board member, there are
enough funds available for Buck’s proposed
project,though the exact amount of funds will
not be revealed until future plans for the
Shops are determined.
Harbeck asserted that as of last July
there were $464,909 in unappropriated sur-

plus funds in the Shops.
"This figure goes up every year," he said,
"but the last couple of years more money has
gone into designated reserve funds."
According to Harbeck, the Shops have
$51,000 in liquid funds. The rest of the
funds are in property.
Spartan Shops hired a local certified public
accountant (CPA) firm, Zeiss, Thomas,
Pfahnel and Scruggs, to begin work in the
middle of May on the Spartan Shops annual
audit.
According to Guttormsen, the audit will
probably be finished by the middle of summer.
At that time the Spartan Shops board will
review the reserve accounts and advise
the Shops on long-range plans regarding remodeling, equipment and expansion.
There has been a recent controversy over
excess funds amassed by Spartan Shops
in the reserve accounts during the last few
years.
"The board is pretty well convinced they
have not gotten straight answers from the
accountants in the past. That’s the main
reason we hired new accountants," stated
Harbeck.
Buck refused to speculate on whether
students would control the housing until he has
seen further proposals.
The present proposed housing project is
geared to low-income married students.
"Look at the housing currently available
Look at Spartan
for married students.
Village, it’s unfit for human habitation. Yet
many students are so financially down, that’s
all they can afford," stated Buck.
If the proposed low-income housing does
not receive funds from the Spartan Shops
reserve account, there are two alternatives
left for the project, said Lefaver. They
are:
The private development corporation
would pay the entire estimated $240,000 down
payment. However, the students would still

manage and control the housing, according
to Lefaver.
The A.S. would contract with the development corporation to manage the apartments.
"It would be easier for the corporation
and less of a hassle if students did run the
complex. If the corporation hired their own
people, they would have to invest more time
and money into the place," said Lefaver.
The setting up of an A.S. corporation.
But there are legal problems with this idea,
according to Lefaver, because of possible
Board of Trustees disapproval.
"A.S. doesn’t have any funds, so it’s not
worth setting up a corporation," said Murphy.
Buck suggested that project heads could
also approach SJS College Foundation for
additional funding if the Spartan Shops proposal fails.
SJS College Foundation, funded by the
federal government, handles only educationally related projects.
According to Daniel Peterson, director
of the foundation, it is developed solely for
enhancing instructionally related programs.
The proposed housing project would not fall
under the foundation’s jurisdiction, according
to Peterson.
Apparently still under contention is whether the incorporated Spartan Shops still
falls under the jurisdiction of the Board of
Trustees.
However, since Spartan Shops is incorporated. Lefaver believes the project will not
need approval from the Board of Trustees
on how students may spend their money.
Reflecting upon the project, Lefaver said,
"If you can give students a good deal and they
can see it, why wouldn’t they take advantage
of it?
"The housing project would try to stave
off the common problems of students getting
ripped off by landlords. There would be no
hassles of who was doing repairs, rent increases, or getting security deposits back,"
Lefaver added

By ROGER WOO
SAN FRANCISCOThe Board of Trustees of the California State Universities and Colleges
yesterday approved a proposal to designate SJS and 12 of the 19 state colleges as universities,
starting June 1.
The name change will become official on approval of the Coordinating Council for Higher
Education.
SJS, the second largest college in the state system, with an enrollment of 25,981, received
university approval ranking first in two of the five criteria.
Two of the criteria were department accreditations and number of degree majors offered.
SJS has 15 accredited departments with 124 degrees listed.
After the resolution passed, SJS Pres. John Bunzel said, "I think that the faculty and
students alike share in a mutual enthusiasm and pride for this important passage.
"SJS has been a university for many years, but in name, and this action by the committee
moves us one step closer to being officially recognized.
"I’m very hopeful that those June graduates will be able to receive diplomas which say
they are a graduate of a university," said Dr. Bunzel.
There is only one more step remaining until the name change is official.
Today, ballots are being mailed out to members of the Coordinating Council for Higher
Edvcation (CCHE) for approval.
It is believed that CCHE would approve the resolution as it was the group to set up the
criteria and compliance levels before the name change would be allowed.
CCHE is a non -policy making body appointed by Gov. Reagan which works as a liaison
between state universities, community colleges, state colleges and privately owned schools
The five criteria, adopted jointly by the CCHE and Board of Trustees, were:
Enrollment of at least 5081:
at least 1,293 post -baccalaureate students; or 158 graduate degrees;
at least three professional and academic programs accredited by national professional
accrediting agencies approved for senior colleges and universities by the National Commission on Accredition and the United States Office of Education;
at least 49 bachelor’s and master’s majors;
at least 50 per cent of faculty members holding doctorate degrees.
The colleges meeting the criteria were Fullerton, Hayward, Long Beach, Los Angeles,
Chico, Fresno, Sacramento. San Diego, San Fernando. San Framsco, San Jose, San Luis
Obispo and Pomona.

Angela jury allowed to hear
love letters to Jackson

Angela Davis

By. BARBARA EVENS
The jury in the Angela Davis murder,
kidnap and conspiracy trial heard for the
first time today three of five letters allegedly written by Miss Davis to former Soledad
Brother George Jackson.
Last Thursday, Superior Court Judge
Richard E. Arnason ruled all the letters
admissable as exhibits, and Monday the
defense began a fight to prevent them from
being admitted as evidence on the grounds of
irrelevance.
In his ruling this morning, Judge Arnason
refused to allow an 18 -page document written
on Miss Davis’ typewriter to be read to the
jury. The letter, found among Jackson’s
effects after his death at San Quentin last
year, contained much "totally irrelevant"
material, according to Judge Arnason.
He said the document, referred to by the
defense as a diary, would have to be heavily
censored to be admitted, thus tending to

"to confuse the issue and possibly mislead
the jury."
Judge Arnason also refused to allow
the testimony of Lt. W. R. Sellmer to be
Both the 18 -page
admitted as evidence.
document and Selmar’s testimony were considered essential to the prosecution’s case.
Sellmar, a San Quentin guard, witnessed
the only meeting between Miss Davis and
Also
Jackson is a glass enclosed cell.
present at that meeting were attorneys for
both Miss Davis and Jackson.
The state contends Miss Davis and Jackson
engaged in "close, passionate and physical
involvement" at that time.
The defense explained that admittance of
the testimony would be a violation of the
client -attorney privilege.
Miss Davis sat staring straight ahead as
prosecutor Albert Harris Jr. read the three
letters without emotion or inflection toa still
faced and silent jury.

SJS Pres. John Bunzel discusses Board of Trustee age nda
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Student’s money woes
Editor:
As most of you know it’s been hard
to find a job in the last year, especially
if you have a degree in social science
to hide.
I arrived in San Jose with hardly
enough money saved to put myself
through the semester and tried to
borrow the money from financial aids
for tuition. All I got for my efforts
were recitations of school policy and
a threatening letter from Don DuShane
demanding payment.
I didn’t know if DuShane was exceedingly stupid or exceptionally
naive until I talked to him and he

Buck: Will continue work on programs

aikerti.ing manager

is to comfort the afflicted

Vol

Candidates’ statements

cleverly suggested that I stay out a
I
semester and earn the money.
thought it should be passed along as
a great idea; also his other idea --if
you don’t have money, borrow it.
(I don’t know how you pay it back -ask him.)
I would also like to thank all the
little secretaries who took time out
from their cud chewing duties to
inform me they really didn’t know
anything except their department!
I hope that all these people can
be released and given a college education.
Michael Nue

Dropped slate

‘FBI KO’s CCCP’

The most misunderstood facet of
my administration has been the instructional funding issue.
My position is that the A.S. will
continue to fund all those normally
budgeted items until such time as
alternate sources of funding are found.
Student Council has final authority
over the funding level of all programs
including those whose requests were
not heard by the 13 -man Budget Committee.
This year our already existing
Housing Board and Tenant’s Union
has helped many students with housing
problems.
The legal aid program
has successfully counseled students

having legal problems and at no charge
to the students.
These programs, along with the
offerings of the Joint Effort Coffeehouse, are the first steps in the direction of building a community.
We were successful in having
$16,000 returned to A.S. from the
reserves of Spartan Shops. These
same reserves also donated $25,000
to the College Union. Further restructuring of Shops reserves will
hopefully free more money for student projects and activities.
Programs currently in progress
include a Campus Planning Agency,
which is working to re-route traffic

out of the college area and to close
Ninth Street,
implementation of
bicycle lanes around SJS that will
tie in with the city’s Bicycle Route
Master Plan. We are continuing to
work for the improvement and expansion of student services, especially in the areas of the Health and
Food Services.
The Buck administration has
worked to solve the fundamental problems that affect us as students and
human beings.
My administration
will continue to work for that end.
Michael Buck
John Yohannon
Peter Giorgianni

Caress: Will give salary to programs
The great temptation on Wednesday, as you file by the voting booths
located around campus, will be to abstain from casting your vote, to issue
the only real protest vote possible in
student government; no vote.
The Caress ticket sympathizes
with non -voters on campus because
student politicians are as phony as
national politicians, student campaign
promises are as readily ignored after
election day as is the case in national
politics, student government has
never effectively solved any important
student problems or sustained any
major student interest and the power
and influence of student government is
of little consequence.
The Caress Ticket hereby offers
a few good reasons to vote.
Every year the student body presi-

dent is issued a salary (scholarship)
of $2,000. No presidential candidate
has ever offered to give up that money
as a sign of good faith and lack of
ulterior motive; this one has. That
money will be donated to SJSprojects,
one-third to a jazz or film festival
on campus, one-third to EOP and onethird to a project to open the proposed
day-care
center
to East -side
mothers.
The Caress Ticket believes that
students are interested in contemporary issues, like public transit in
San Jose, improved housing throughout the city including the campus
area, a major cut -down on noise
pollution around campus and the election of a new Congress in Washington.
Student government must acknowledge
this and represent it.

The three of us enjoy fighting
these kind of issues. We’ve fought
for George McGovern for over a year
now, we’ve faced San Jose City
Council, we’ve worked for Guns to
Butter, and Rapid Transit. Now we’re
fighting to Stop the Money Game here
at SJS, and re -direct the energies of
the student body towards issues that
matter to students.
If you really want something constructive to come of student government for a change, consider the Caress Ticket. Help us half the foolishness and begin making a difference to
students, and the community.
Stan Caress
Steve Sanders
John Adkisson

by Paula Belshau
The Common Cause Coalition
Party (CCCP) headed by Martin Suto
dropped out of the Associated Student
presidential race yesterday "to escape criminal prosecution"threatened by J. Edgar Hoover.
Suto revealed the FBI head had
threatened "99 years in the electric
chair and marrying one of Spiro
Agnew’s daughters."
A letter left in Leon Crain’s
(election board chairman) mailbox
announcing the CCCP withdrawal was
written by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Suto claims.
The letter states that threats to
Suto’s life by phone callers identifying
themselves as candidates for president made him decide to stop from
the race.
In a statement released to the
Spartan Daily, Suto claims his campaign was a Communist plot, financed by "Moscow gold."
"Monday night, J. Edgar Hoover
called me and told me my immediate
superior in Moscow, Colonel Rodion
Romanovitch Raskolnikov, defected

to the West" and had "blown the
whistle" on Suto.
In the statement, Suto says his
ticket "planned to take over the campus, set up a revolutionary tribunal,
shoot the present administration on
charges of boring the people and
calcification of the cranium."
They then planned to "take everybody’s money under the guise of
raising their scholarship salaries
$1,000 each week."
Suto said Hoover wouldn’t arrest
the three candidates on campus. Instead, he arranged for Suto’s acceptance to the University of California
at Los Angeles’ doctorate program
in history, provided he stay out of
San Jose.
The release stated that Denise
"J". Daley was in a "state of demonic possession" and unavailable
for comment.
D.R. Pacheco "urges the realization that Nixon’s escalation of the
air war is more crucial than any
campus political b.s."

Mano a Mano
por Pedro Mario Nlichel
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Orate pues Carneles y Carnalas
de SJS.
Aqui les ponemos unas
cuantas.
Mags is having an outasight educational symposium. There are movies
run continuously in the College Union
and seminars are open to the public..
There will also be a Teatro performance this Friday and an open
house. Check it out.
A lot of people have asked about
the "quarter page" and here’s the
dope:
A community page is now
being negotiated with the Communications Board for next year. The
Chairman for that project is Abram
Sanchez.
The one thing that stands out about
the National Chicano Caucus held this
weekend at the luxurious Hyatt House
is the news coverage. Comos son
mentirosos o soflameros or just plain
tapados.
First of all is the distoriton of
the truth by the Sunday Mercury News. An example is the headline:
Raza Unida coup at Chicano meet.
Man, the facts are so distorted by
the papers.
What actually happened was a
boycott by statewide Raza Unida
chapters and a picket line set up.
When the delegates arrived from all
over the country they asked "why the
picket line?" and did some investigaing. They were the ones who wanted
to pull out after they saw the slick
politicians and the shiny suits at the
Hyatt House. They saw establishment.
They wanted out and La Raza
Unida, San Jose, provided a place
for them to meet.
Not the best,
but in the barrio where all good
Chicano politicians should be.
And now for the conclusion of
Josie’s story. (We remember that
Capirusa was on her way to Grandmas house, cuando se aquito con la
bika, se aquerdan?) Aqui esta "Capirusa Colorado."
En siguida comenso andar y pronto
se le olvido de la "stupid bika." En
camino canto y chiflo y juego con
unos juegos. Estabajuegando, cuando
se le apronto el Wolfe.
Que estas haciendo Caprirusa,
pregunto el Wolfe. Queestas haciendo
Capirusa, pregunto el Wolfe.
El

Wolfe la conocia porque en un tiempo
fueron "neighbors," cuandoCapirusa
vivia en los barrios tambien.
En ver el Wolfe.
Capirusa se
hizo que no lo conocia y sigio en su
camino.
La alcanzo el Wolfe, y luego le dijo
"no te hagas mensa Capirusa, yo se
que te acuerdas de mi, de cuando
vivias en el Eastside, y nos dejabamos caer las coloradas "together."
Pero ahora se te olvida que eres
Chicana y te crees muy Mexican American.
Te acuerdas cuando andabas con
las chanclas todas rotas como yo?
Con eso para ella y le dijo, Si "Super
Chicano" ahora soy Mexican-Smerican y un poco de "Hippie."
Es mejor que ser un "Low Rider"
como to!
Con coraje el Wolfe le quito la
canasta y comenso a correr, y Capirusa correo atras de el, gritando le
"Peace, Brother, Peace!!"
Cuando se canso el Wolfe se
sento y busco per la canasta aber
Primero se
que se encuentraba.
somio los tacos luego los frijoles.
Cuando estaba Ileno, comenso a fumar
los "joints."
Ya estaba bien "cuete" cuando
Ilego Capirusa. Miro que el Wolfe
estaba todo "loaded" y se sento a
fumar el resto de los "joints."
Era muy noche y Capirusa no
Ilegaba a. la casa. Su Mama se
puso toda "panica" y la fue a buscar.
Primero fue a la casa de la
abuelita, y encuentor a la viejita
comadriando por telefono. Le pregunto por Capirusa, pero la viejita
no la via visto.
En siguida se subio en su "Rivi"
y fue abuscar. Alli en las "woods"
debajo de unas "branches" se encuentro a Capirusa y al Wolfe, buen
En ver a Capirusa en
"cuetes."
"cloud nine," le pego un ataque de
"rabies" a la mama y le puso un
cuerisa de perro bailarin a Capirusa,
porque no hizo el mandado luego se la
Ilevo para la casa.
And that’s the story of Capirusa
Our thanks to Josie
y el Wolfe.
Jimenez, for letting us share her
story.
Bueno Hasta luego, Raza Linda.
Power to us and our Carnalas.

Burch: Change in dealing with students
While serving as your Attorney
General I, Steve Burch, found outthat
equality and justice are only words
unless you fight to make them a
reality.
These words were inspiring when
times were rough: "Few are willing
to brave the disapproval of their
fellows, the censure of their colleagues, and the wrath of their society.
Moral courage is a rarer commodity
than bravery in battle or great intelligence. Yet it is the one essential
vital quality for those who seek to
change a world that yields most painfully to change." (Robert F. Kennedy,
1966.)
The Burch -Baca -Tupper Initiative
’72 ticket is strong is conviction,

depth and ability to handle your halfmillion dollar program budget. We
look at the business of student government in two major ways. It’s dealing
with human resources and human
problems and dealing with financial
and business problems.
Furthermore, Initiative ’72 feels
the current student administration
has approached student problems the
wrong way in dealing with the community at large. The Initiative team
has been on speaking tours, and we see
that student government has alienated
the campus community.
We as sponsors of the recent Instructional Related Program Initiative election have realigned the A.S.
president’s stand on all areas of the
budget except the Spartan Daily.

We as human beings have far more
potential than we have dreamed. The
Initiative ’72 platform is designed to
envoke your potential into action programs that will benefit all members
of our campus community.
During this campaign you will hear
us attacked from the Right and the
Left. Our political philosophy should
not be classified in either camp. We
look at all the issues as diamonds;
they have many sides and the facets of
each must be brought into view.
If you are ashamed of your government railroading a budget down your
throat, take the Initiative and change it
with your vote.
Steve Burch
Raul Baca
Terry Tupper

King: Look at past actions, not words
There has been much talk this
year about the funding of instructionally related programs. This is
understandable. Many students felt
that programs that they either needed
to take for purposes of graduation or
just enjoyed were going to be cut out
by the current A.S. president, as he
indicated he would.
An initiative election was held by
the Associated Students and the result
was a mandate for the funding of
these programs.
Last week A.S.
Judicary held that the results of the
initiative were binding and that funding is to be held at least at this year’t
level for next year’s programs.
The question is now closed. So
why is it being used as a campaign

issue (the main issue) of one presidential aspirant? It is a moot point.
Funding for next year may not be cut
back, so why run a campaign on a
fear level relating to an answered
question?
You the voter must look at all
the issues and all the programs that
each candidate sets out to campaign
on, weight the merits and decide.
But don’t decide on one issue. There
is much more that student government
can and must do for the students and
the community.
And don’t be misled by what candidates say they will do or want to do-check out what they have actually done
before.
Words are cheap.
Past
actions are a much better criterion

of what you may expect from the candidates.
Compare what the candidates say
and what they have actually done.
Dennis King
Rudy Leonardi
Andy McDonald

Come on !
You
Don’t just sit there.
must have something on your
mind.
Voice your opinion in
the letters to the editor section
of the Spartan Daily.
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People’s Coalition speech

News Review

Nixon’s Vietnam program ’racist’

More on the war
SAIGON -(AP) --South Vietnamese troops abandoned two
more bases north of the provincial capital of Kontum yesterday. As the main force of enemy troops moved southward
21 miles north of Kontum, a U.S. air strike knocked out the
bridge several miles behind them.
B52 bombers continued pounding enemy positions from
southwest of Kontum to 29 miles northwest of the city, dropping about 900 tons of bombs.
South Vietnamese troops began regrouping in defensive
positions about 10 miles north of Kontum.
WASHINGTON-(AP)--Sen. Mike Gravel was blocked
Tuesday as he tried to place secret documents in the Congressional Records.
The documents, according to Gravel, show President
Nixon was advised three years ago the bombing in North
Vietnam was ineffective.
A spokesman from the State Department said U.S. Vietnam bombing tactics in 1969 took place under different circumstances than the current air war and are not comparable.
WASHINGTON - (AP)- - Tonight President Nixon will make a
nationwide address by radio and television to discuss the
situation in South Vietnam. He will also announce his decision on U.S. troop levels after May 1.

On Campus
China ping-pongers due today
The ping-pong--all right, table tennis --team from the
People’s Republic of China will arrive at San Francisco
Airport at 5:45 p.m. today.
The South Bay U.S.-China Friendship Association will
provide a car pool for students who wish to greet the team.
It will leave from Seventh and San Fernando streets at 4 p.m.

Talk on Indian affairs today
Gus Adams, director of the Indian Center of San Jose,
will speak today in the Costanoan Room on current Indian
problems and their solutions.
Adams will also discuss contemporary Indian programs
and the goals of the Indian Center in the 1 p.m. address.

ndy

ramer

Bob Rinaldo

BY STEVE. SMYTHE
Labeling
President
Nixon’s Vietnamization program as "racist," Bob Rinaldo, coordinator of the
People’s Coalition for Peace
and Justice, yesterday urged
a massive turn -out for the
anti -war,
repression,
racism rally scheduled for
May 20 inSan Jose’s William
Street Park.
"We have to deal with all

ut those issues in order to
deal with any of them." he
stated at a sparsly attended
press conference at the San
Jose Peace Center.
The three issues are intimately related, he explained, illustrating with the
arrest of Angela Davis that
historically those speaking
out against the establishment
"are repressed."
Rinaldo, for two and one-

halt years a Pacifica Radio
Foundation correspondent at
the Paris peace negotiations, then linked the
President’s military policy
in Southeast Asia with
racism, charging that "the
backbone of the whole Viet namization program has
been racist.
"American political objectives in Southeast Asia
haven’t changed," he af-

Presidential candidates
’debate’ election issues

BY GLENN LA FRANK
A proposed debate turned out to be an informational
forum in Monday night’s meeting between the presidential candidates in Moulder Hall.
Although it was supposed to be a debate, in which the
candidates challenge and defend positions on certain issues,
the meeting was more informational than anything else.
It ended this way because Frank Castillo, the dorm president of Moulder Hall and coordinator of the debate, did not
do his homework.
He knew nothing about the candidates, and his efforts to
get all the presidential hopefuls into the act prevented any
discussions.

currently available.
Dennis King, also vying for the executive position, replied, "I also talked to Richmond and he said alternate
funding can be found for these programs in the near future."
Burch then attacked Buck’s proposed budget for excluding
Shaka, the Black Studies Department newspaper, Reed
magazine and the Honors Convocation.
"The state is not going to fund these programs," Burch
said.
Buck countered by saying, "I have no control over the
budget.
What was funded last year cannot be touched."
After that Burch claimed a victory for getting the initiative passed and Andy McDonald, treasurer candidate on the
King ticket said, "Thank -you Steve. We have to fund the
Daily and where are we going to find the funds? Who are we
going to have to cut?"
Later in the discussion, candidate Stan Caress asserted,
First each candidate gave a general introduction of the "This bickering over stupid things must be stopped. Nothing
other members of his ticket, and a brief summary of the ever gets accomplished because everybody has his pet projects going."
main campaign thrusts.
"All we want to do is adminster the budget effectively.
The first question from the larg ’turnout of Moulder Hall
residents was on current A.S. Pres. Mike Buck’s stand We must work with the city to accomplish something that
will affect everyone, not waste time on projects which are
on instructionally related programs.
Buck replied he was trying to get programs such as the bound to be vetoed," Caress said.
Spartan Daily to become self-supporting.
The debate broke up after each candidate gave some final
Somebody was going to challenge Buck’s answer but . statements, during which Caress urged whoever gets elected
Castillo got him off the hook by asking for another candi- to pass legislation to limit the number of campaign flyers.
date’s comment.
"It gives the people with money an unfair aNantage and
Presidential contender Steve Burch said he talked to is unecological because it makes the campus look like a pile
Ben Richmond at Spartan Foundation who reported no funds of trash," Caress concluded.

News Analysis

finned, "Our objective has
been to maintain a government in South Vietnam
friendly, though ultimately
under the domination of the
United States."
Pres. Nixon has continued to pursue this end,
Rinaldo alleged, "while placating American public opinion with his Vietnamization
policy," which, he stated,
U.S. casualties
reduced
while Vietnamese continue
to die it, large numbers under the guise of "winding
down" the war.
Fania Davis Jordan, sister of Angela Davis, arrived
shortly after most of the
press corps had dispersed,
addressing remarks to the
Spartan Daily regarding the
sketchy details of the May
20 rally.
Initiated at the International Peace Conference at
Versailles this past February, the rally, Ms. Jordan
explained, will be "unique."
"I think it’s the first
time that a rally against
the war has been called by
Black and Brown people,"
she stated, adding that in
the past peace rallies have
been
ill -represented by
minority groups.
"This is not because
Blacks and Browns don’t see
the war as related to their
own lives," she pointed out,
but because earlier rallys

EUROPEAN DELIVERY ON BMW CARS L BIKES
Going to Europe? San Jose BMW
offers European delivery at substan
tial savings. Use your now BMW
car or bike while you ars in Europe and bring it back With you
when you return

SAN JOSE BMW

Teach -in today
SJS Professors Against
the War are sponsoring an
anti -war teach -in today at
11:30 a.m. on Seventh Street.
Spokesmen ask that student participate in the discussions planned, including
how the U.S. became involved
in the war in Indochina and
how Americans can end the
conflict.

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Special Student
Rates
Rental Purchase
Program

- Electrics
- Standards
- Portables

I.

Adding machines
also

oMicoceuey4
UStOtS
170 South 4.. on.,
2nt. 2610

60
Europe
Summer
Charters
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April 24
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Former addict heads rehabilitation center
By BRUCE DE ANGELIS
From prostitute to benefactor, from prisoner to
enforcer of the law. Mrs.
Beth Bottomley, founder
and executive director of
International
Chrysalis,
Inc. is responsible for the
most respected and fastest -growing drug rehabilitation center in the Bay
Area.
Her story is similar to
millions of other drug addicts. "I led a very normal childhood, in a normal
middleclass neighborhood,
had very normal parents
that loved me, everything
was normal except that I
was adopted," she stated.
Yet with everything being "normal," she became
an alcoholic at the age of
14.
By 18 she had discovered the world of drugs.
During her first year
she experimented with all
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Pacheco Room
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WOMEN’S CENTER YOGA CLASS,
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By her late 20’s she had
been married four times
and had lost custody of her
children. During this time
she was constantly looking for help. She had tried
religion, hypnosis, had
clocked over 5,000 hours
of therapy sessions, and
had commited herself to
many private hospitals, ineluding the California Rehabilitation Center (nar-

cotic hospital).
"It seemed I had tried
everything, but nothing had
worked. Sure, 1 had been
off for a few days here
and there, but I always
found my way back," she
stated.
Finally, at the age of
34 she found her answer.
A friend had told her about
Narcotics Anonymous, a
branch of Alcholics Anonymous. On Sept. 4, 1966
she took her pledge and has
abstained from any form of
drugs since.
Soon after she had set
her goals and dedicated her
life to helping others. She
started by opening her
house to other drug offend ers. At times she had as
many as eight people living with her.
It wasn’t until Nov. 13,
1969 that she formalized
her ideas and founded In ternational Chrysalis, Inc.

At that time she had one
house. She now operates
12.
"No one is turned away
that is a resident in a county
where we have a facility.
If they don’t have the
money, then we will get it
from the county," she said.
"Since our conception we
have helped many addicts.
Many of the graduates have
stayed on as counselors.
The program varies in
length with the individual
but usually lasts about one
year."
The program consists
of three phases:
Dormant Phase -This
first stage is one of total
restriction. The only contact with the outside community the addict has is
mail and meetings with parole or probation officers.
Exposure Phase -Residents are faced with more
responsibility in this stage.

They are eligible for 29
hour passes, which provide
the first step toward reentry into the community
Freedom
Phase This last stage enables the
resident to associate freely
with the outside community. He may further his
education or seek an outside job. During this time
he still maintains his residence.
In addition to the three
adult communities, International Chrysalis operates teen facilities.
"Crisis Line" is a
telephone service in opera tion 24 hours a day. This
service gives advice anti
counseling to drug abusers
in the community. The
"Crisis Line" number is
226-1666.
For more information
’about International Chrysalis call the "Crisis Line’
number.

1438 S. 1st
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Women’s works to be shown

Iii (die

THE NAVIGATORS. 730 pm. CU
Pacheco Room Bible study
ESSA, 6 15 p in , ED 212
ECKANKAR, Ancient Science of Soul
travei, 730 pm . Centennial Hail
164

C&H SUGAR...51b. for 69c
COTTAGE CHEESElarge tub...39c
YONSON YOGURT...19c each
FRESH WEINERS...69c a lb.
POPO’S SOFTDRINKS...4for25c
PORK STEAKSlean... 79e a lb.
TRY OUR SANDWICH BAR!
roast beef, pastrami, pepperoni,
turkey, and many others...45c
# COMPLETE LIQUOR DEPARTMENT
FREE ICE WITH PURCHASE

SPARTAN MARKET
351 E. William

’Sc’,
TODAY
ALPHA PHI OMEGA, noon to 4 p rn
Seventh Street across from the Music
Car smash for ecology
Building_
Three hits with a sledge hammer for
25 cents
REED MAGAZINE FILM SERIES,
12:30 pin., ,IC 136. "Night andFog,"
"The Wall," "Railroaded "
ON CAMPUS RECYCLING, 8 a in to
2 p in , Seventh and San Carlos
Streets Bring glass, tin and aluminum
containers
PI SIGMA ALPHA, 2 p
, Engineer,
mg 132.
Two films dealing with
propaganda will be shown
"Night
and Fog," and "Triumph& theWill."
on the
SKI CLUB CANOE TRIP
Russian River will be held thisSatur day
Cool
Is
$11 2$ per canoe
Sign-ups and $5 deposit per canoe
are due in the A S Business Office
by 5 p m today
FACULTY BOOK TALK, 12 30 p.m..
Spartan Cafeteria.
Dr Crockett,
from the English Deportment, will
discuss "Our Gang" by Phillip Roth

Ethyl 1100+Octane )

morrow. Ms. Braham added, "We still don’t have
anyone participating in the
areas of drama, jewelry
making or handling food."
The day’s activities also
include the presentation of
two movies. "My Country
Occupied," is about a Guatemalan woman who tells how
American imperialism has
affected her life, Ms. Bra ham commented.
"She’s Beautiful When
She’s Angry," deals with
Third World women. It is

Prices subject to

change without
notice

PURITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th & Keyes
4th & William

By Robert Smith
51 25
AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
OR
Hudson Rand Press
111 Orchard Street
Monroe, N.Y 10950

FOR MEN ONLY
FROM FABERGE

BRUTE 33
ULTRA DRY ANTIPERSPIRANT SPRAY

...For Your
Dining pleasure

DEODORANT
SPRAY

A memorable evening

FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE 292-1266
1401 SO. FIRST AT ALMA

1528 W. SAN CARLOS 294-1455
35 S. 4TH ST. 287-7030

THE ECONOMICS
OF THE COLD WAR

BALSAM PLUS
PROTEIN

of wining and dining
in elegant splendor.

CV

taken from a play which
was done at a New York
women’s rights rally. It’s
a comment on capitalist society, Ms. Braham stated.

3P’0
Serve Yourself
And Save
Cigarettes 35c

i :21

PI SCEAN WATERBEDS

Art celebration

Women will have an opportunity to get together and
display their arts and crafts
at the Women’s Cultural
Celebration, sponsored by
the San Jose Women’s
Center.
Participants will display
leather work, ceramics,
weaving, knitting, crocheting, photography and paintings this Saturday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., at Ninth and
San Carlos streets.
"This is a day for women interested in arts,
crafts and poetry to share
remarked
work,"
their
Brenda Braham, one of the
activities coordinators.
Space to show and/or sell
work is free. To attain a
space reservation, call Ms.
Braham, 297-8042, by to -

292-7707

CHECK THESE SPECIALS!

K1

One Way

$

kinds of "get high pills"
and became addicted before her 19th birthday.
As a result of trying to
support her habit, Mrs.
Bottomley was arrested
and put in jail 19 times
on felony charges. She
said she has been convicted
of writing bad checks,
shoplifting, burglary and
prostitution, and has been
in jail in Texas, Bakersfield, San Mateo, and San
Jose.

haveirt addressed themselves to racism."
The war and racism "are
organically bound," Ms.
Jordan illustrated, because
the forces that are devastating the countryside and
people of Vietnam are the
same forces that disrupt the
lives of Black, Brown and
Asian people."
These forces, she indicated, are basically economic and imperialistic.
The predominately White
composition of the peace
movement in the past has
been "a historical problem," Ms. Jordan explained.
"It was thought if we attacked racism too, we were
going to loses lot of Whites."
Thus the peace movement
was one which, she continued, was "claimed by
Whites."
Beginning with May 20,
she intimated, demonstrations will be fundamentally
different, attracting Third
World affiliates with a multi front approach.
Local issues will also be
prominently discussed May
20, Ms. Jordan added, with
such "community reflection" in activities such as
a skit on police brutality in
San Jose, dealing essentially
with the case of John Henry
Smith, Black IBM worker
killed last year by a police
bullet in San Jose.

MENS HAIR
SPRAY

$1.0041.50

THE NEW AIR FRAME WATERBED
TO MAKE YOUR HOME MORE COMFORTABLE

KING & QUEEN SIZE
ON SALE FOR ONLY
134.00
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT
PISCEAN WATERBEDS
ADVANTAGES OF THE BEDS ARE:
’VERY PORTABLE.
ONO HEAVY WOOD FRAMES.
’WATERBED COMFORT.
’MAY USE HEATER.
"FITTED SHEETS FIT
BEAUTIFULLY.

10th St. Pharmacy
10th & Slats Clara

294-9131
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Streaking Spartan nine clubs St. Mary’s
By KEITH PETERS
Sports Editor
MORAGA- -Mike Terry
busted up the theory that
pitchers can’t hit yesterday
afternoon
The
pitched

SJS

win.

a

7-0 whiteMary’s

The long-standing fallacy
the pitchers place is

on the

mound’s

flames

when

up in

went

Terry

strode

USED
PORTABLES
$2
5

Currently the hottest hit-

streaming
with

ter on the squad, the recent-

across the plate
ending up on

a single that brought in two

Terry

Two

innings

later,

the Spartan senior was at it
again.
With a Spartan in scoring
a
position,
Terry
poked

ly

Student rates on
sales, service
tind rentals

4
4
4
4

HUNTER’S -4/
4

E. San Fernando
8:30-53U 1)ail.5,
9-4 Sato rda,

4
4

formance, to say the least.
We’re really going now,"
said Menges. "This was our
fifth straight win.
I think

runs

during

another

uprising in the sixth.
Spartan
head mentor
Gene

Menges

was

very

pleased with his team’s per-

Spartans were in, they prospered from handily.

we’re on our way."
The win for the Spartans
was a sweet one. It avenged

Aside from Terry’s and
Jensen’s

heroics, senior
Brian Nakamoto and freshman Mark Carroll supplied

an early season loss to the
Gaels.

activated senior stroked

more

And in every situation the

"Last
them

time

we

played

(St. Mary’s),"

mented

some

assistance

of

Nakamoto

slammed

and

Menges, "we outhit

double and Carroll lashed a

them 13-3 and we still lost.

triple to aid Terry in his easy
win.

This

time

we out -hit them

13-4 and won. It’s just a matof taking advantage of

ter

The

sarcasm

yesterday
campus,

at

was thick
the

south

where the Spartan

Spartans clinched the match
by

taking

the win. But the contest was
a real mismatchonly one
1.10P player got two games in
a singles set; the rest got one
game or less.

the opening

six

singles matches.

SJS’

Senior Dave Smith,
No.

1 singles man, took his

match

by

Tigers’

default

Joe

gravated

a

when the

Lancaster agback

injury

at

3-3 in the second set. Smith
took the first set easily, 6-0.

SJS

The

squad continues

preparation
PCAA

for

the

May 4

championships

as it

faces Hayward State Thurs-

hot players in the
at the same time.

son, Jensen starterd in the
San Diego State series, hop-

played

high

ing to give SJS some added

according

earned -run -average, but it’s
really dipped these last few

hitting strength after losing

ing -off some sparkling plays
in the field.

with

season

real

a

Jensen

games."
Along

with Terry, who

style.

counted -on

bench

can

now

be

help

the

Spartans

to

their

in

over

of the fire."

pulled it out
He won, 6-0, 6-2.

4

Back

to

reality:

the

ball

bats

hit -happy

yesterday,

is

we

can

on

just

fourth

keep him

the

Menges.

"The

hitting,

he’s got

day and University of Santa
Clara Friday, both matches

somewhere."

away.

has

way

SINGLES: Dave Smith ISJSI d
Lencaster, 6-0, 3-3 del , Chris F itz
petrick ISJS) d. Owes, 6-0, 6-2;
Robbie Wheatley ISJS) d. Kirk, 6-0,
6-0; Terry Rodgers ISJSI d. Hunefeld,
6-1, 6-0; Rick Ishikawa ISJSI d.
Bickett, 6-0 6-0; BruceAntallSJSId
Jarrett,
6-1,
6-1
DOUBLES:
Wheatley -Greg Jasonides ISJSI d
K irk - Hunefeld, 6-1. 6-0. Rodgers Antal ISJSI d Ebrkett Jarrptt, 6
no

The

batter

eyes

the

He tenses in anti-

cipation

of

the

oncoming

sphere and with a fluid -like
level motion he snaps the bat
Wood meets rawhile
and a screaming liner falls
around.

safely for a basehit.
"Wait a minute, what am
here

doing

at

bat,"

SJS

catcher Tim Day thought to
"I have a broken

himself.

finger and I’m not supposed
to be playing baseball."
Day injured the middle

rood food & drinks, real qualify
.ntertainment, real friendly
asoole, and real

The joint is dislocated

PRUNE YARD
IN CAMPBELL

AT ’HE

Any other player might
be on the bench, but not the
burly Spartan
only

as

backstopper.

reason
a

I

played,

pinch -hitter,

is

their scoring opportunities.
Through the Fresno State

the 5-11, 180 -pound senior.
Day

has

since returned

line-up to

help the

play, four games out of first
place

LEADING
Day
ter
a

for

.316

were

hits

wary of testing Day’s arm.
He had 14 for the entire

has

baserunners

series,

season last year.

\

Spartans’

season mark

to a respectable 24-16.

The

ledger could get a real workthis weekend

against
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He

and his handling of the pitch-

the Spartans
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114
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formance

this year has been
a pleasant surprise, but it is
his defensive capabilities

17 runs and

smacked 11 doubles.
In his first season

staff that

ing

as

SJS

regular Day went hitless in his first 20 at bats.

call

the

in

tion and he’s always think-

(SJS assis-

Instead of squatting on his

ing out there," said pitcher

tant) said he wanted to change
me into a better hitter," said

knees like most catchers Day
gets down on one knee as low

Day.

as possible.

Dave Imwalle.
Mike
hurler,

Rusk, another SJS
"He

added,

good

defense

plays
and

he

"We

stayed

out

after

practice last season and my
average went from .000 up to
a

high of

.263,"

said

the

three games

who batted .429 in
the NCAA District Playoffs.
Instead of .swinging for

down to 2-7.

the fences Day shortened his
swing and closed his stance.

ship at San Diego."
Spartans dropped
The
to the Aztecs
and their league record went
"We’re
race

league
it

not

with

a

out

yet.

13-8

of

last

year and there will be a lot
of upsets," Day said.

SJS

Usually
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We won
mark

catcher

for a

hitter

the

best

pitch

is high in the

strike
tone,
favorite pitch

but
Day’s
is anything

low.

is now 5-7 in PCAA

"I just go with the pitch

ing," Imwalle offered.

by

alert

the

keeps

Day
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them,
throw
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State,

April

stole

rro,,,

him

from

making the

big time.
If

a

le
broken

finger

to

on

Day’s throwing hand can’t
keep him out of an SJS uniform, then the majors don’t
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Unlike most new solo artists, David ClaytonThomas made three albums with Blood,Sweat &Tears.
The voice that sang "You’ve Made Me So
Very Happy,""Spinning Wheel,"God Bless the Child,""And
When I Die, "’Lucretia Mac Evil,’"’Go Down Qamblin" belongs
to David Clayton-Thomas.
His voice, and feel,have influenced
a lot of singers and groups since he arrived from Canada to join
Blood,Sweat &Tears.
And,the fact that he’s on his own now,
has the following significance:
Steve Cropper,Joe Osborn,Larry Knechtel,
Russ Savakus,Patrice Holloway,Clydie King,Vanetta Fields,
Melissa Mackay,among others,back up that great voice for the
first time. Plus occasional strings.Horns.A flute quartet.And
even a few B,S&T’siDick Halligan and Bobby Colomby ).
It’s an album that David Clayton-Thomas
has wanted to make for years. So if you’ve enjoyed any of his
three previous albums, don’t miss his solo debut.

On Columbia Records and Tapes
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Critic disagrees

’Serious calamities’

"Ceremonies..."
poorly played

with past review
By JACK NYBLOM
Special to the Daily
What is worse than a
poor movie is a poor movie
review. The critique of "The
Godfather" in the April 10
Issue of the Spartan Daily
(Brando acts again -Eric
Schatmeier) was merely a
plot synopsis --and an inadequate one at that. Its critical best were two tiny paragraphs that sounded like
warmed-over Canby.
As a film reviewer I
must attack the April 10
column, not because I disagree with its content, but
because I want to protest
an analysis that is representative of too many irreoff -hand, trite
sponsible,
comments
heard today.
Also, my intention here is to
offer some valid and deserving criticism of the film.
The April 10 review tells
us half the plot, brilliantly
reveals the obvious, then
sums it up by calling the
movie "good, realistic, believable,
good acting,
good direction and Marlon
Brando."
The reviewer has conveniently neglected to tell us,
though, what it was about the
acting and directing that was
exceptional. But of course
it was all just Marlon Brando
and the director! Not good
enough --he has told us very
little and reduced the finer
points of an excellent film
to boring platitudes.
Director and writer
Francis Ford Copolla has
made more than just a film
about the Mafia. He has made
perhaps the first real gangster film that truly captures
both the excitement and the

tragedy of a lifestyle openly
dedicated to the use of violence, coercion and bribery.
The Corliones and the
other four New York Mafia
families see it as simply
their way of doing business.
When Michael Corlione, a
second generation Mafioso,
is asked why he didn’t pi, sue an "honorable" profession such as politics, he can
only regard the question as
naive.
We learn in the second
half of the film that they
are consciously moving toward completely legitimate
operations and social acceptance.
It is then that we
notice unmistakable parallels to certain American tycoons of the 19th and 20th
centuries.
"The Godfather" is a
powerful movie for many
reasons. Copolla’s use of
color and his camera shots,
for instance. He uses dark,
grim color and lighting in
Mafia locales which are substituted with bright, sweeping, wide-open lens shots
when he takes us away from
the gangsters.
The characters are vital,
moving people who profess
their love for one another
in one scene, and are amidst
bloody gangland war in the
next.
What seems a contradiction is made real.
The acting honors go to
Al Pacino, James Caan and,
yes, Marlon Brando. Such
thoughtful work deserves all
the praise it’s been given.
But, is this the calibre
of film and art that should
be made the subject of high
school platitudes and lazy
superficialities? I think not,

Gypsy film on tonight
Tonight’s Wednesday
Cinema is a Spanish Gypsy
version of Romeo and Juliet
set in the streets of Barcelona.
"Los Tarantos," a 1963
2600 El Ca..

color film, starring the lati

Carmen Amaya, was directed by Rovira-Beleta in a
naturalistic, slightly documentary style.
Much of the story is told
through flamenco moods and
rhythms with dramatic moments expressed by the principles in solo dances, though
it is not a musical or a "West
Side Story" type of film.
Showtimes will be 3:30
and 8 p.m. in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
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A Cappello Choir prepares for festival

Festival features
high school choirs
SJS s Second Annual Invitational Choral Festival,
April 28 will be adjudicated
by Robert Commanday,
music critic for the San
Francisco Chronicle and
himself a choir conductor.
Seven California
high
schools will participate in
the festival which begins at
7:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
There is no
admission charge.
Participants will be: The
Campolindo High School A
Cappella Choir, Moraga, director Frederic Gandel; the
Lynbrook High School Concert Choir, San Jose, director David Blood; Monache

By GLENN LAFRANK
The SJS combined choruses, performing with the
San Jose Symphony Orchestra, received a standing ovation from a medium-sized
crowd last Friday night in
the
San Jose Community
Theatre.
Neither group deserved a
standing ovation hut the all
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"The Wall," "Railroaded" and "Night and Fog" will
be featured at the Reed film
series today at 12:30 in JC
136.
"Night and Fog," a french
film with English subtitles,
focuses on the horrors of a
concentration camp.
"The Wall" is a cynical
comment from Hungary on
the ’People users’ while
"Railroaded" attempts to explore man’s curiosity as he
tries to deal with situations
outside the realm of experience and probability.
Most films in the weekly
Reed series are award winners from the Cannes, San
Francisco or New York film
festivals.
"We try to feature surrealistic or contemporary
films," says Chuck Edwards,
Reed magazine editor.
Student films will be featured at the end of this semester’s weekly
series.
Reed magazine is currently
trying to get funds from
Student Council to produce a
full scale student film festival with judges next year.

make lovehe did.
make war

he did.

Opening the concert will
be the SJS Glee Club performing Haydn’s "Te Deum"
under the direction of Donald
Heneke.
The A Cappella
Choir,
directed
by
Dr. Charlene Archibeque
who organized the festival
one year ago, will conclude
the program.

in performance with symphony

Reed shows

110 1 HOCK

Mystertum," Haydn’s "Sanctus" from his 16th Mass;
"Music Spread Thy Voice
Around" from the Handel
orat orio, "Solomon,"
"Spring," by Christianson
from the Greig composition;
and J.S. Bach’s "Lobet Gott
in Seinen Reichen."

Chorus gets a standing ovation

RI TCM CASS1111

4

High School Concert Choir,
Porterville, director David
Rasmussen; Thomas Downey
High School Concert Choir,
Modesto, director Eleanor
McKnight Haines; Costa
Mesa High School Concert
Choir, Costa Mesa, director
Edward Brahms; Ygnacio
Valley High School Concert
Choir, Ygnacio Valley, direitor Gerald" Smith; and the
Her, ’y M. Gunn Senior High
School Concert Choir, Palo
Alto, director Walter
Thomas.
Included in the evening’s
program will be Francis,
"Vinea Mea
Poulend’s
Elects" and "0 Magnum

Jason Robards

make ithe didn’t.

Donald Sutherland

johnny got his gun.

Diane Varsi

Brahms concert the two ensembles performed was
good.
The orchestra performed
the "Academic Festival
Overture, Op.
80," the
"Rhapsody for Contralto"
with the Men’s chorus and
soloist Walda Bradley, and
"A German Requiem, Op.
45," with the entire chorus,
soprano Norma Jean Hodges
and baritone Dr. Edwin C.
Dunning of SJS.
Directed by James K.
Guthrie, the orchestra was
having one of its better
nights. It wasn’t that good
but as least the members
were following Maestro
Guthrie and blending better
than in previous concerts.
The Alto Rhapsody was
well-done for one reason -Miss Bradley.
Her deep, rich, full voice
filled the auditorium. The
symphony and men’s chorus
provided able backing, but it
was the contralto’s large, attractive voice that conveyed
the feeling of the music to
perfection.
Maestro Guthrie’s direction of the Requiem was superb, especially the way he
lead the chorus.
He has
a certain flare for direct-

ing amatuer singers as well
as professionals, and San
Jose will miss him. This was
his last concert.
The moody sections of
the Requiem were done very
well, and the group did not
let the beautiful, bright "How
lovely is Thy dwelling place"
fall flat.
Dunning, the ageless baritone of the SJS faculty, did
an excellent job on his two
solos in the Requiem.
He is so good now that it
is impressive to imagine how
good he must have been a few
years ago.
Miss Hodges sang the soprano solo in this piece and
was disappointing. Maestro
Guthrie repeatedly had to
slow down the orchestra becasue of her dragging behind
his beat.
The 200 -voice chorus
was indeed the backbone of
the performance, and it provided most of the excitement.
One very noticeable thing
was the crispness of the lyrics. The words were extremely clear, especially the
final consonants, something
which is attributable to the
training of Dr. Charlene
Archibeque and Donald
Haneke.

By BETTY HARJU
So many incongruous and
slipshod things happened in
the Friday and Saturday production of "Ceremonies in
Dark Old Men" that this
reviewer had to conclude
either the Pan-African Players, the director, or both did
not take the play seriously.
Lonne Elder Ill’s first
professional work is considered unique in modern
Black domestic drama in
that it focuses on the personal plight of an old man
against a background of angry youth and social change.
It deserves a sincere application of effort.
People were allowed to
pop flashes in the actors
faces all night. They were
not forewarned or stopped
by ushers.
A firmly locked stage
door became magically unlocked. Checker pieces were

established as being black
and red, but turned up white
(A small child
and red.
remarked softly on that.)
Johnette White, as Adele,
the daughter of the old man,
for no justifiable reason was
allowed to change costumes
during a short scene change.
It was a great looking outfit, but her only remaining
action was to approach her
father with the information
his younger son had just been
killed.
These are simple things
director Mrs. Opal Brown
could have gotten out under
control and out of the way
weeks ago. They marred
the production severely, but
other serious calamities followed.
The shifting of conflict
between father and Adele...
to father, sons and Harlem
leader Blue Haven, played
by David Piper, became

Berkeley’s Magic Theatre
features unproduced plays
By BETTY HARJU
DRAMA BEYOND OUR FRINGES: The Magic Theatre of
Berkeley, the only theatre in Northern California devoted
to unproduced playwrights, is running two plays. Robert
Riche’s "The Great 200th Anniversary H -Bomb Crisis,"
which was recently given some Rockefeller Foundation funding will play until Saturday, April 29, when it will alternate weekly with Nick Kazan’s "Plastic Panic" through
June 15. Thursdays through Sundays at 8:30 p.m., 2485
Shattuck.
Nostalgia of a very bitter sort is being experienced
at Lone Mountain College, 2800 Turk Blvd., in The City.
"U.S.A.," dramatized in a revue form by Paul Shyre
from John Dos Passos trilogy of American life in the years
1900-1929, presenting "the rise of fascist America in story,
song, and dance" will run through April 29 at 8:30 p.m.
Dos Passos was one of our first literary leftists. In
time, (long after his ascerbic novel) his cynicism led him
to ultra -conservative leanings. Ah, destiny. Feel free to
sigh.

hopelessly lost. By the time
Piper entered and chanted
his first supposedly anguished speech through clenched
Jaws, the audience had stopped waiting for character
subleties to develop and was
laughing on the wrong lines.
It was inevitable.
The unforgivable occurred. Actors smiled to themselves after delivering lines.
Some directed speeches
everywhere in the house but
to each other.
Michael Alexander as old
Parker and Carl Morrison
as the elder son Theo had
several individual and
shared moments of sound
acting.
Alexander really
had a thing going with the
barber
center stage old
chair. It became his island,
throne and refuge, and he
used it well.
Morrison knew how to use
the stage area without looking as if he feared it would
collapse under him.
His
movements matched his dialogue and when he hit a good
dramatic stance, he held it.
Most of the time, however, these two serious
minded actors were left
playing
to
themselves.
Morrison even stole a scene
during Piper’s second unfortunately wooden speech
with some grim looks and
cigarette business, not for
his own enhancement, but the
speech’s! His face and actions forced back into it the
meaning Piper’s delivery ignored.
Some day soon a local
group will do this fine play
again. It’s bound to care for
it more than the Pan-African
Players, for they
couldn’t have cared less.

FOX Theatre Ng
IRS SO NEST AVE

Ensemble presents
concert on Sunday
The
SJS Percussion
Ensemble,
directed
by
Anthony Cirone, will present
its spring concert Sunday
April 30 at 3 p.m. in the
Concert Hall.
Admission
is free.
Featured on the program
will be the premiere of "A
Sacred Mass for Chorus and
Percussion," a piece written by Cirone. The SJS A
Cappella Choir will be featured on this piece.
Other works on the program will be "Episodes from
Young Caesar," and "Canticle No. 3" by Lou Harrison,

Stanley Leonard’s "Incidental Music," and "Sonata No. I
for Timpani and Piano," al,
by Cirone.
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POSITIVELY THE MOST
HORRIFYING FILM
EVER MADE
‘Caser binding’

This semester’s term papers can make the biggest and
best impression ever, while making a subtle statement on
the voluminous required length.
Two deceptively simple -looking machines labelled the
"Velo-Binder" and the "Velo-Caser" are located in the Col lege Union Duplicating Center (lower level, around the cornet
from the Games Area) and can make your term paper int.
a book, in one minute or less.
"We can bind anything from eight pages to three inches
thick," boasts Vere Gossett, of the PrintShop.
The "instant books" range in price from 45 cents for
a card -stock cover, to ’75 cents for a vinyl cover and $1.50
for a professional hard -cover, which comes in a variety
of bright colors.
Although the duplicating center doesn’t have its own engraver for the book covers, they’re "working on it," according to Gossett.
"Until we get one, we’re patronizing the book store,"
he continued.
The Spartan Boodstore will engrave book covers in gold
or black for $1 per line.

/Exploring

the film’s meaning
and Intent this broadcast features

Dalton Trumbo’s

JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN
PRINCETON PLAZA THEATRE Ilossom Hill at Meridian 264-8500
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Pool Championships
BY LINDA SMITH
"I wish they would do it
all over again this week,"
said one student when describing the International InBilliards
tercollegiate
Championships hosted last
week by the SJS College
Union.
"It was one of the most
incredible things I’ve ever
seen" said another.
Those who witnessed the
billiard competition saw
Andy Tennent from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, win the men’s pocket
billiards title.
Krista Hartmann from
Santa Fe Junior College, in
Gainesville, Fla. won the
women’s pocket billiards
title.
"She is probably the most
fantastic woman player I’ve
ever seen. She should have
been entered in the men’s
competition,- said Terry
Gregory, C.U. Games Area
manager.
Both these winners were
undefealPd in play and will

take three-foot trophies back
to their colleges.
Don Graham, the only
entry from SJS, won the
three -cushion championship
Abdul Ali
five - to - one.
Albinali, from the University
of Minnesota, beat him in one
game.
Graham contributes a
two -foot cup to the SJS t rophy
case.
The Face -to -Face International Intercollegiate Billiards Championship Tournament is the culmination of

extensive nationwide competition. Thousands of students on over 200 college
and university campuses
first compete in local campus tournaments to determine campus champions.
These campus champions
then compete in their regional recreation tournaments. The top four scorers
of the fifteen regional champions in each of the three
divisions then compete in
this face-to-face championship.

EUROPE
$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast
Fly One WayF rom $125
FlightsAll Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP - SJSC Members

Andy Tennent

An added attraction to
this year’s international
tournament was a pocket
billiard exhibition by Joe
Balsis. He was the world’s
champion in 1965-66 and last
year’s runner-up in the U.S.
Open Pocket Billiards Tourney.
The Intercollegiate Billiards Tournament is sponsored and organized by the
Recreation Committee of the
of
College
Association
Unions International. There
are more than 850 member
colleges and universities in
this Association.
The Billiard Congress of
America co-sponsors and
gives financial support to
the annual Face -to -Face
Championship of the Intercollegiate Billiards Tournament.
Boise State College in
Idaho will host next year’s
International Intercollegiate
Billiards Championships.
Anyone who missed the
billiard’s championships
still has a chance to get in,
on some of the C.U. Games
Area excitement. The C.U.
will be hosting the Northern
California
Intercollegiate
Masters Bowling Tournament this Saturday from 11
a.m. to 6 p.m.
The SJS men’s and women’s varsity teams will be
competing with teams from
Chico State, Fresno State,
University of San Francisco,
University of California at
Davis, Stanford and the University of Santa Clara.
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FOR CLASS?
ILATE
WE’LL PARK IT

FOR YOU
-LOW RATES -

Get your car ready for spring
smog service
air conditioning
lubrication

SILVA

brake service
wheel alignment
SINCE 1936
295-8968

78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE
Next to new "Burger Chef"

we’ll insure it
for less.

California Financial Responsibility Six mentf
rates for qualified students are as low as
Single Male - age 17-19
$153

Today’s
calendar of
events for "El Alma Chicana," a cultural symposium
dealing with the forgotten
heritage of this continent
Includes:
Continuous films in the
C.U. Loma Prieta Room
from 9 to 10 p.m. Continous slides in the C.U. Um-

unhum Room from 9 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
Chicano History -Heritage
Seminar in the C.U. Guadalupe Room from 7 to 10
p.m.
Films and slides will include
"The Invisible
Minority," "I Am Joaquin"
and "Cautitlan."

Buck replies that
coffeehouse idea
wasn’t his at all
Mike Buck, A.S. president, and Terry Gusto, Joint Effort
coffeehouse manager, yesterday answered charges by Ted
Weisgal concerning Buck and the coffeehouse.
Weisgal, an A.S. presidential candidate last year and
academic council candidate this year, charged Buck with
taking credit for the coffeehouse in his bid for re-election.
"It exists not because of him, but in spite of him,"
Weisgal contended.
At a press conference yesterday Buck answered, "Never
in my election campaign have I claimed it was my idea."
"We were the people that got it going and made it a
working reality."
Gusto added in defense of Buck, "Mike has never stated
he was the originator of the coffeehouse."
Weisgal, who proposed the coffeehouse idea in his campaign as an opponent of Buck’s last year, stated Buck’s lack
it cooperation in the original planning stages eventually
torced him to drop the project.
Gusto believes that Weisgal could have started the project if he wished.
"If they wanted it to happen they could have done the
homework, gotten the questions answered and taken it to
council," Gusto said.
He noted that "Council could never have passed it"
without answers to various questions Buck had asked about
the proposal.
"You just don’t start a coffeehouse with a shallow proposal," Gusto explained.
"This whole thing just reeks of Ted against Mike, a
pe.rsonality trip. The coffeehouse isn’t a political thing and
%houldn’t be."
Gusto concluded, "It’s too bad Ted couldn’t have found
,onie other way to attack Mike."
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LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
college -age BALLET class at
Join
Wrist. School of Ballet. Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer.
246-6675 if no answer 241-1776
PUBLIC AUTO MART
has expanded into a "Mobile Flea
Market" autos, trucks, boats, motorcycles, trailers, etc. We do theadvertiang, you do the selling! We aver’
over 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each
weekend. Total cost for seller - $12
(pod until sold) fa includes 30 day
listing for any vehicle not sold the
first weekend Based on our wiper
lace in March, 35% of all vehicles
were sold after 1 weekend of display’
we do even better on V W ’s & mod.
priced trans vehicle!
Every Sat &
Sun 9-4 Capital Drive -In T h I r
Capital Expressway & Monterey Rd.
For further info. 287-9566
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A meeting place for private parties
to buy and sell used vehicles."

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
pound
Any amount Ph 293-2954
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used peperbacks, records and books
1/2 price Quality books and records
purchased Top pr ices paid- - -cash. or
trade. Lots of fiction, supplemental,.
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics.
286-6275 186 5 2nd St
FINE CLASSICAL GUITARSFOR PER’
FORMERS AND TEACHERS. Lessees.
Sunnyvale 783-2671
San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft diameter, orange and white Great for
Only
ceilings, drags, clotKes, etc
Visit one of our stores at 400
55.
18 blocks west of SJS)
Park Ave
Ph. 286-1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
(at Winchester) Ph. 378-1040
HAND MADE RINGS. Choose f rum
red 8. gold tiger eye, turquois and
fire agate $10.00 Si up Ph 2257472
MT.
HAMILTON RD. 1 ACRE,
BREATHTAKING VIEW Executive
Custom County Home 2,200 sq. ft.,
3 yrs. old, beautiful decorated. 3
bedrooms, 2 bath, built in bar, 6
sliding glass doors, beamed ceilings thruout
Low county taxes.
Appraised with $56,900. 10% down
to qualified buyer. Sell for $55.900
firm.
Call
Ron Gabriel - agent
377-6181
SALE! BRAND NEW!
TIE-DYED PARACHUTES
$10 710 N 23rd St apt CI 297-1444.
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
Pedigree -registered with A.K C Call
251-5061 or 262-3911
HELP! HELP! BUSINESS IS LOUSY!
15% off all items in stock with this
ad EXCEPT articles elready on sale.
THE CLOTHES HORSE BOUTIQUE
of San Jose
36 South First Street
SPANISH GREEN COUCH & matching
Call 294-1549 or
$69
love seat
come by 72 S 6th St 01

HARMONY WAY VOICE - PIANO
STUDIO
Today’s Music or "Classical"
Beginners - Professionals
San Jose - 286-8917, Santa Cruz 476 -6616

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US!
Your Chan. to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom. Fun, Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
066 South Sty e2 297-3164
John b Mary Rhoades

FUTURE CPA’S Leanr How to prepare for the CPA corn. BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE. Call collect,
San Jose 14081 251-8446; San Francisco
14151 761-4395
JOHNNY CAMPBELL’S
Crnr. of Washington 61 Mary-Mary
Manor Shopping Center, Sunnyvale.
nite-Ladies nite, 1/2 price
Sat.
drinks Wed. -Sat Singers Gypsy
John, folk & pop. Cocktails.

WORK PART TIME NOW andfull time
this summer. We train you for an
exciting position in management, with
ALCOA’S largest subsidary. If you
like to work with people, call 2688739 after 4 PM.

STUDENT VOTERS FORUM
Confused about campus issues? Come
and participate in the forum Special
guest speaker Mike Buck "Monday"
April 24, 230 ch 149
FRIDAY FLICKS stars Lee "Marvin"
and James Moreau in Monte Walsh
At Loma Prieto Room, Col lege Union,
April 26
MCGOVERN
CAMPAIGN NEEDS
VOLUNTEERS. Precinct walking begins April 29 ISat I Contact the office
for more information 289-9118
Thursdays at 6 PM Hare Krishna
disciples offer dinner & an introduction to the Krishna philosophy.
All students are welcome to participate in the chanting, dancing, and
feasting 659 S. 8th St

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT of buying
a used auto, truck, motorcycle! hundreds of new vehicles on display each
weekend. Stop by early - the best
buys are sold fast. Free admission.
Free parking. PUBLIC AUTO MART
IS** our ad -announcements)
_
’67 PONTIAC GTO 4 sp. trans., 400
Cu. in., 58,000 mi. R & H,
Bkt sts., Clean, body in ex. cond.
259-5272 or 374-7504

’61 CORVETTE 327/350 hp . 4 sp.
Show car Custom paint $1,200 or
offer. Call eves 998-3238 Ask for
Dan.
KAWASAKI 1110 Avenger, 1970Street.
Fantastic condition.
Low mileage.
Asking S525. Call 354-4706.

TACO DELL

University Center
Alameda at Park Ave
Santa Clara

STUDENT RENTALS
3 81 4 Bedrooms
Furnished Houses
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
I & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists SOWS 1955
Borelli Realty. 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410
PRIVATE ROOM, bitch privileges,
22 S. llth St.
college men only.
293-9644 Wax) or 247-3553 (Tony)
STUDIO $85/mo. Available now Call
Airing the day 292-6723
GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with kitchen pm. From 960 99 5 9th
end 276 5 10th Across campus
Parking Phone 295-8526 or 2958514
$145 NEW
POOL, RECREATION LOUNGE
W. GLEN AREA ADULTS
1 bdrm. Medd Furn Wood paneling,
huge closets, @nal, Close to bus.
Shops 6 min, to fwy. 17 & 290. 2
bdrm. $170 266-3879.
STUDIO APT. FOR RENT. $85/mo.
Furnished W&G paid. 1/2 block from
SJS. Call 287-7387
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Own
room in large furnished 2 bedroom
apt Pool Call Dan 293-6459
COMFORTABLE, Clean, I bedrrn
turn. apt. for rent NOW $125/rno.
Well maintained by owner. 297-0465
or 294-7332R ****** tions for summer
rentals also. 633 S 8th St.
MENT MANAGER
Couple warded 11 child ok) to manage
unit opt. near campus $65 rent reduetton on 2 bdrm, turn, apt. 2957438.
MENTS
FOR
RENT
I

Studio
bdrm

$105
$140

furnished
295-7438

ROOM FOR $45/me. Share room with
kitchen priviliges.
91 N. 5 th St.
Ain 111 5.1.
Call 293-9810 or 2954482
MATURE STUDENTS
Large, clean, modern opts., 2 blks.
from SJS. Low summer rates, free
parking, 297-1930.

HOUSING
470’s now faking applications for summer and fall semester Summer rates
June Sept Huge furnished 2-3 bdrm.
apts, paneled, shag rug, AEK, pool,
470S 11th Apt 1 287-7590
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB CO-ED.
JUST OFF CAMPUS. EXPL. F000,
LINEN & MAID SERV PARKING,
COLOR T V . INSIDE COURTYARD.
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY
PEOPLE WHO CARE SHARED 20 50/
10.50/a
wk. MEALS OPTIONAL
Ph. 293-7374 202S. 11 St.
FOR RENT -131, 2 Or
drps., w/pd., couple
So 6th St

AEK Crpts.,
1167
5135.

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for ar
lists, photographers, students. groups,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends, 275-6168
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 (TRY IT, YOU’LL
LIKE It’ll
FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced ty
Can edlt
pat
IBM Setectric-pic
4 miles from 5.15 Mrs Asian,. Cali
298-4104

UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB
Traveling this summer, Stay overnight free!
Stuck at home’ Host
travelrs
Meet friendly people Exchange privileges with members in
U.S and Canada Write now for full
details. UTC, P.O Box 9147, Berkeley
Calif 94709
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from $129 ONE WAY
EUROPE. HONG CONG. ORIENT
Weekly Departures,
PLEASE CONTACT
415-771-3331
Wine free trip to London
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 wks. $350
inclusive London departures Small
group camping travel (ages 18-301.
Also Eueope, Africa. Write, Whole
Earth Expeditions. Ltd., U.S. Agents
for Transit Travel Ltd., Box 1497
K.C., Mo, 64141
TRAVELING?
STAY OVERNIGHT
FREE! Stuck at home? Moot traveling people. Exchange privileges
with members in US. and Canada.
Write,
University Travelers Club,
Box 9147, Berkeley, CA. 94709
EUROPE -Save and make money in
Europa Travel loopholes to Istanbul
More Olski Enterprises, Box 492,
Syracuse, New York 13201
HAWAIIAN SUMMER SEMESTER
Over 25 grad.. 50 undergrad courses
to choose from for college credit
$579 includes air fare, housing at
beautiful Church Coll. of Hawaii, three
meals a day and sightseeing June 18
to July 29. Special 3 week teacher’s
workshop, 4 units 3459. WritiPWORLD
VISTA TOURS, 150S. Los Robles, Pasadena, Calif. 91101.
GOING TO EUROPE? Seve money traveling.
Reed
"How to Buy and
Sell
Used Car in Europe." Send
$1.50 to Yore Press, Box 99113 San
Francisco. CA 94109

PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first jump course
equipment furnished Sat iI student
Stevens Para -Loft Oakland
rates
Airport 569-5358
TYPING, Experienced fast, also edit
ing
Former
English teacher
244-6444 all 6 Mary Bryner
AUTO INSURANCE
No driver refusal
low rno
Harvey Diesner 241-3900

rates

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Masions
ter’s
Reports Di
Marianne Taraarg 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, Son Jose
TYPING -term papers, etc experienced and fast Phone 269-9674
FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE.
pregnancy testing. contraception and
sterilization Call Family Planning
Alternatives 289 9011
DICK’S ACIUASERV
Aquariums
repaired
serviced
Buy
Sell
291 8006
TYPING by pert -time legal secretary. Reasonable Fetes Call Lesley
at 253-9289.
ARABIC BELLY DANCING INSTRUCTION Special rotes for students, for information call Untie
295-5418.

SUMMER FLUTE LESSONS
Call 253-0454
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$12 REWARD for return of Spanish
book lost last week. Call 969-3869
LOST: German Shepherd. Vicinity
of San Jose State. Leather collar.
Reward.
Call
Answers to Max.
266-8785.
LOST AROUND 8th & Read, Golden
Ret 4 my Answers to "Shadow" Has
white chest & paws Call 294-8759
Thanks

PERSONAL S
I MAKE CAST GOLD & SILVER wedding bands & other Jewelry, all one
of
kind. If you have unusual desires in this area call me at 354’1804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George Lamar*
DON’T CUT YOUR LONG HAIR, get
short -hair wig
All styles J&J
Wigs, 10925 N. Wolfe Rd Cupertino
Ph. 255-3484
3 WELL MADE KITTENS -FREE. lie
solid black, 2 are solid grey. Call
287-2529
SEE LEE MARVIN in Monte Walsh,
Al Friday Flicks. April 28, Loma
Prieta Rm College Union
Earn extra money! Whole blood &
Plasma programs 51 00 Bonus with
student ID on first visit Calif Blood
Bak Foundation 3550 Almaden Ave
opposite Greyhound Bus Depot phone
294-6535
FINE FOR DOPE
If I sell enough candles (large, scented,
8 only $2001 to pay my FINE for
smoking grass, MOO/ they won’t send
me to pill on May 13.
Come by
7th & Son Carlos and meet cream live
criminal

Sell it
with a
classified

Print Your Ad Here:

ICant appro. 37 lefts., and spaces for each mini./

Print Name
Address

,N, ee lines One Dan

City
fl Help Wonted
Homey
Ledfen
11.al

German Shop. 9 mos lost Fri at
fountain. Is fanatic about sticks &
balls Name is Shushannah Call Jerry
321-1200 X5181 Reward,

TYPING, termpapers, etc , Oneblock
from campus
Reasonable rates.
Editing done too 294-7033

GIRLS WANT 4 BORN HOUSE to rent
Call Lucia 266-6718.
near SJSC

Rates
Classified
Four
Three

LOST & FOUND

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
Month, free service, no contract. Call
Esca’s 251-2596

REFINED, FURNISHED ROOMS, Male
Kitchen privileges, no smoking or
drinking. 293-3068

Chock a Classification
?

EURORAIL -tours sofallightscarreMals-hostels pensions -sports europipancars - shipping -sleeping bagsmountainboots. etc
Condor. 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica 213/
8286084

New rugs,
for June.

TAILORING -DESIGNING AL TERATIONS
For men and women, special rates
for students
Call Nancy 293-5009
Or corneby, 951 Walnut St Si.

One
day
St 50

Announcmnta
Autnnot.y
For Sale

FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York.
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawsi, or the Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help,
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1,3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. CliBruce
at 287-9669 for information

SERVICES

Runs good

M.n.rnurn

APT FOR RENT -Modern Fury across from Duncan Hall. 230 E Seri
Salvador Summer rate $110 2946028 evenings or call Mr La 2948758

DANCERS, $3 hour up and amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants. $2510 winner Participants offered contract The Brass
Rail 734-1454

’62 KARMANN GHIA Rebuilt trans.,
& lower end Good interior, bra,
and body R & It New brakes. Mete
offer 996-2349

coupon)

TOWNHOUSE Apts for rent, 2bdrm.
Summer -5125 furnished Near camCall 287-7856 or 296-7143.
pus.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America. Africa
etc All professions and occupations
$700 to $3,000 monthly Expensespaid
overtime, sightseeing
Free information -Write, Jobs 0
, Net
04 P.0 Box 15071, San Diego, Ca
92115

LOST on SJSC tiny F. Terrier mix
pup "Peanuts" blk & brn. White
flea collar Reward 704 S. 8th 2977328. Moni.

1966 Corvair Mama. Excellent cond.
289-1782 $500 503 S 6th St apt 4

’63 VW Rebuilt engine
Vi25 Call 292.5872

4 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR LEASE.
Excellent condition Open Sunday 116 274S 12th SI 266-7788

ONE BORN, APT. 1540 S. 9th St.
$125 rno Start May 21. Coma by.

’10 PLYMOUTH Excellent condition
Call
Special Deluxe model
$225
277-8859

’64 VW BUS.
Excellent condition
Engine recently rebuilt. Runs per’
filly. 296-9542.

ROOMMATE WANTED Lame Apt
3615/mo 2 bdrm 1 1/2 be. Call
926-9097 or 238-0500 ask for Mark

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Taal Discounts, inexpensiv
student camping tars througn out West
and East Europe, including Russia.
SOFA *gent for inter European student
charier flights
CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Bled #4 LA Calif
90040 TEL. 12131826-566912131 8260935 Or call campus (OP. Sr*. C01411
1415) $457131 hours 4-7 pm

SEE A GAY adventure of western
life
Lee Marvin in Monte Walsh,
April 28, College Union, Loma Prieto
Rm.

IS TRIUMPH 6 250 Cony Excel
cond 40,000 mi $1,900 or best of’
ler 739.8340 eat 5043 Ask for Jan,
or 257-9940 eves.

’70 DATSUN 240 2. Most sell. AM/
FM
Shelby Sprints & all extras.
259-4170 after 5.00. Ray

HOUSE "DISCRIMINATION" is illegsl. if you experience it dial 2772126 San Jose State Housing Office.

$40 REWARD for return of 10-spad
Schram taken from 7th St. rack 13ap
Nogues. Call Tom 998-1695 aft. 3pm.

PRESTIGE CO. needs Beauty Consultants to present beauty shows.
New concept in Cosmetics that sells
itself Call 277-4630

’62 IMPALA CONY. $250 or offer.
Power steering, 327 ci , dependable
trans Well cared for Tim, 267678 or 275-6158.

NEEDED - I te,nale roommate to share
Own room
Rent
house on 11th
$60 Phone 996-2055

LOW
2 6 3 ledrm, turn.
apts. Modern, large, clean, air cond.
6955. 111h. Ph, 275-1974

PART TIME
$$ EVENINGS 1$
Time -Life Books offer steady employment calling our customers evenings
6 p.m. -9 end Saturday am Earn $2$4 on salary end bonuses PleasM
interesting work for mature individual
who can talk easily about books All
work done in our nearby San Jose
office Leads only. Weekly paycheck.
Call 298-5433 for interview appt.

’70 VOLVO 164, 4 door, 4 wheel disc
brakes. AM -FM, 15.000 mi single
owner, Perfect coed 53,100 Eves
295-7177

LARGE 1 & 2 BORM APTS. Newly
carpeted & painted Funs & unfurn
No children or pets
Ckpiet 283
E Reed 286-2006

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19141
451 7905
4244 OVERLAND, DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA., 60230

11DRM. APT, for rent
paint.
Now
7515. 2nd. St. 293-7796.

865 to US PER WIC/PART TIME
Unlimited earning potential addressing
envelopes at home in your spare time
Campania are paying lop money to
individuals with 0000 haifdwritingofr
"personally" addressing their enveFor further information relopes
garding opportunities with these companies, send 52 to Advertising Ass.cietes, P.O. Box 487, Crewfordvithe,
Fla 32327

117 CHEV. VAN, Many extras. Great
vacation vehicle. Call 354-7986 aft.
4 PM.

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME 395 Nvar
Winchester Blvd Student or working
woman 26 11457 or 241.8619

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
$60 to $100 per
day
Full or part time, mornings,
afternoons, evenings
Artists &
Models Studio 1415 Alameda SJ
998-1965

OVERSEAS .10911 FOR STUDENTS
Australia,
Europe, S. America,
Africa. etc.
All professions and
occupations, $700 to 3,000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.
Free information -Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept. P.O. Box 15071, San
Diego, Ca. 92115.

AUTOMOTIVE

incl .)
(with this

wwrrnwp/law

THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1.2 block from SJS
Library King Queen complete waterbeds $46 00, Double $44. Twin $33
Frames $106 up Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic furnMellow
iture, pillows, tapestries
sales people and right on prices 35
S Ith 287 7030

ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
lovers, large -fresh cut- flower
is
shop We have the best quelity flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carations at $100 doe Ino kidding)
Long stem roses at 53 50 & 54 SO doe
lin a florists box for additional 650
Daisies 65c bunch, Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch.- Delodils. Tulips. Iris.
Stock. Violets etc etc etc You name
it- - -we’ve got itII Whether you buy one
flower or a dozen you will receive the
same -fuss & ribbons- Every pur
chase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money TRY US--YOU’LL LIKE USI1 We also have a
large selection of potted plants, terrarium,, dish gardens and dry ar
Everything at
ranchernent flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small fir the hospital’ aransaments at St 95 & $2 50 They’re
cute and "Just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunda 11/2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 lat the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Perk)
--PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR $3.75 15 minutes service available Daily 8am -3pm
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda. SJ

35c (tax

waese.

FOR SALE

PIKEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 294-1455 Just
west of Seers King -Queen $21. Cal
519. Twin $15. Safety Liners $2,
Frames 510 plus 10-Yeer Guarsn’en on all beds Water Sofas, U.I..
Listed heaters. pillows. tapestries.
Ask about our N.R 0. polity 294-1455

Burrito & Pepsi

111,

404

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
Home Cleaners 18asic H. L. etc I.
Food Supplements lInstenl Protein)
Beauty Aids (ProteinixedShampootc
John & Mary Rhoades 297 3866

MEAL

74
Single Female - 21 8, over ...... 40
Married Male - age 21-24
54
2l......

Clean
’70 VW BUG. 20.0110 in,
Call 277.2679 between I $1.400
4 p.m.

ANNOuNt I Nu NT,,

Personals
an s.r...
Transportation

SEND CHELK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED.
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE CALIF 95114
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